Abstract. Knowledge management plays an important role in the software architecting process. Recently, this role has become more apparent by a paradigm shift that views a software architecture as the set of architectural design decisions it embodies. This shift has sparked the discussion in both research and practice on how to best facilitate sharing of so-called architectural knowledge, and how tools can best be employed. In order to design successful tool support for architectural knowledge sharing it is important to take into account what software architecting really entails. To this end, in this paper we define the main characteristics of architecting, based on observations in a large software development organization, and state-of-the-art literature in software architecture. Based on the defined characteristics, we determine how best practices known from knowledge management could be used to improve architectural knowledge sharing. This results in the definition of a set of desired properties of architectural knowledge sharing tools. To improve the status quo of architectural knowledge sharing tools, we present the design of an architectural knowledge sharing platform.
Introduction
Software architecting is a recognized discipline in software engineering, albeit one that is still emerging [1] . In the last decade, research and industry have primarily considered a software architecture as a high level design captured in sets of components and connectors [2] that can be represented using various viewpoints [3] . In recent years, there has been an increasing awareness that not only the architecture design itself is important to capture, but also the knowledge pertaining to it. Often, this so-called architectural knowledge is defined as the set of design decisions [4, 5] , including the rationale for these decisions [6] , together with the resulting architectural design [7] . Establishing ways to manage and organize such architectural knowledge is one of the key challenges the field of software architecture faces [8] .
As illustrated by a survey about the duties, skills, and knowledge of architects, software architecting is a highly knowledge-intensive process [9] . Many different stakeholders are involved in this process. Due to the increase in size and complexity of software systems, architecting means collaborating. Hence, it is often the case that there is no one single all-knowing architect; instead the architect role is fulfilled by more than one person [10] . In order to make well-founded decisions, all involved stakeholders need to obtain relevant architectural knowledge at the right place, at the right time.
Consequently, sharing such knowledge is crucial, in particular for reusing best practices, obtaining a more transparent decision making process, providing traceability between design artifacts, and recalling past decisions and their rationale.
The need for sharing architectural knowledge was also observed in a study we conducted at a large software development organization [11] . We found that architects rely heavily on communication to work adequately and to produce high-quality results, and that many formal and informal discussions take place in the coffee room, at the hallway, or during other social events or meetings. However, despite the need for sharing architectural knowledge, software architects in practice often stick to familiar technology such as office suites for their daily tasks. Since such tools are rather ineffective to manage and share architectural knowledge, most of this knowledge remains implicit.
In this paper we propose foundations for effective tool support for architectural knowledge sharing. To this end, we define a set of properties architectural knowledge sharing tools should have. These properties are derived by defining typical characteristics of the architecting process, and by determining what there is to learn from the knowledge management domain. For the former, we combine our observations of software architecture practice with a review of software architecture literature. For the latter, since architecting is a knowledge-intensive process, we look at best practices known from knowledge sharing literature.
Based on the set of desired properties, we asses the conformance of a number of architectural knowledge sharing tools to these properties. The results indicate that not all of these properties are adequately supported. Consequently, in an attempt to improve the status quo, we propose an architectural knowledge sharing platform that incorporates all desired properties.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our observations of architectural knowledge sharing in a large software development organization. In Section 3 we combine these observations with a review on state-of-the-art software architecture literature in order to define the main characteristics of software architecting. In Section 4 we elaborate on best practices known from knowledge sharing literature to indicate what there is to learn from the knowledge management domain. Based on these best practices, in Section 5 we define a set of desired properties of architectural knowledge sharing tools. In Section 6 we examine existing software architecture tools by investigating how well these tools adhere to the defined properties. In Section 7 the design of our architectural knowledge sharing platform is presented. Finally, Section 8 presents our conclusions and outlines our ongoing and future work.
From the Trenches
One can only understand what architects really need, by asking them. This principle motivated us to closely investigate the software architecture practice in our research on architectural knowledge sharing tool support. This investigation helps to explain why only few of the software architecture tools proposed by academics seem to really make it to software architecture industry.
In this section some observations of knowledge sharing in the software architecting process of PGR, a large Dutch software development organization, are elaborated. For about one year we have closely monitored the architecture department of PGRfrom a architectural knowledge sharing perspective. This monitoring included the architecting activities undertaken, the various roles architects have, the information needs and the tools they use for their daily tasks. The research methodology that we followed for the investigation of the architecting process of PGR can best be described as an instantiation of action research. Action research is an iterative research approach in which the researcher actively participates in the studies he performs. The researcher wants 'to try out a theory with practitioners in real situations, gain feedback from this experience, modify the theory as a result of this feedback, and try again' [12] . In our case, the theory involved which architectural knowledge sharing tool support is helpful for architects in their daily work. To come up with improvements, we have diagnosed the current situation, the results of which are described in the remainder of this section.
In PGR architecting plays an important role. The architectural description is used as basis for development, and architectural guidelines need to be adhered to during system development and maintenance. In most software development projects architects work together in teams. One of the reasons for working in a team is that very few architects are skilled in both business and technology related aspects, while in most projects both these aspects play an important role. Consequently, there is a need to communicate and share information -both among architects and other stakeholders.
Architects in PGR have acknowledged that it is often hard to share information in a structured way. As a result, information sometimes gets lost when work is transferred from one department to the other, leading to redundant work and a lower overall quality of the architecture. Sharing relevant information is further constrained by deadline pressures posed by most projects the architects work on. There is usually insufficient time to explore all possibilities or alternatives, or to validate the results gained from brainstorm sessions with colleagues or the customers.
Below we elaborate upon our observations with respect to the three prominent architectural knowledge sharing tools available in PGR: an expertise site, a knowledge repository, and a knowledge maps system.
-Expertise site. For the architecture department of PGR an architecture expertise website has been created. This site uses Microsoft Sharepoint as underlying technology and offers functionality such as discussion forums, and news updates. However, during our investigation we found that in its current form the expertise site does not appeal to architects. There is very little content and only a small amount of people are registered users. Furthermore, editing or adding information to the site is non-intuitive and relatively old information is difficult to retrieve. The expertise site is merely used as a document repository where presentations and white papers are stored. Architects indicated that they visit the expertise site only occasionally, and this is partly due to its limited content, but also because they lack a real community feeling in the architecting department in the first place. -Knowledge repository. PGR has developed a knowledge repository that harbors a set of guidelines used to guide architects in creating an architecture. After the architect answers a number of predefined questions, the repository uses its guidelines to advise the architect about the architectural solution. Unfortunately, in practice this repository is hardly used by architects. During interviews the reasons for this problem became apparent: the tool is highly prescriptive and the architects' perception is that this limits the freedom they have in devising a solution. Moreover, the guidelines stored in the repository are rather outdated and the list of questions is rather large, and therefore time consuming. For these reasons, instead of using the repository architects prefer to edit existing architectural descriptions, since that yields results of similar quality, while saving time. Many architects mentioned that they have tried out the repository once or twice, after which they concluded the added value of using it was limited. -Knowledge maps. PGR has also started an organization-wide initiative that aims to connect knowledge and knowledge workers throughout the organization. This intranet system is an information place where various information sources within the organization are combined and presented to the user. Users are able to fill in so-called knowledge maps that contain their areas of interest or expertise. Knowledge maps should make it easy to find colleagues based on their expertise. Unfortunately, the knowledge maps system is not that successful. The user interface is non-intuitive and slow, and on certain areas of interest, such as software architecture, no knowledge maps can be defined. For these reasons, the knowledge maps system is rather useless for software architects.
An often heard complaint during interviews held with architects in PGR, was that there are too many systems that contain useful information. As a result, people often decide to just ask a colleague directly, or stop looking at all, since they don't know which system harbors what knowledge, and thus what is the right place to look. Architects mentioned that a more central location that acts as glue between existing tools and that could be used as starting point for various knowledge-related tasks, would be a much welcomed alternative for the current state of practice.
Characteristics of Architecting
Software architecting is a knowledge-intensive process in which many design decisions are taken. These decisions are taken by carefully considering the available solutions, after which the best alternative is chosen. Architects often apply proven solutions, such as tactics or patterns to guarantee a high-quality architectural design. To make the best decisions, architects need a lot of information. Therefore, available architectural knowledge has to be shared effectively among the stakeholders involved to ensure that all relevant information can be taken into account.
As described in Section 2, PGR is struggling with how to effectively use tools to share architectural knowledge. The architectural knowledge sharing tools in place do not match the needs of the architects. To accommodate architects and other stakeholders in their knowledge needs, effective architectural knowledge sharing tool support is needed. Effective here means that the tools align to what architects in practice do, and that the time and effort required for using the tools is limited.
In order to properly define properties of effective architectural knowledge sharing tools, we investigate what a typical architecting process entails from a knowledge management perspective. In this section we use software architecture literature to define five characteristics of the architecting process. By studying the architecting process, we are able to find out how architectural knowledge sharing tool support could be employed to support architects in their knowledge intensive tasks. We do not claim that our set of characteristics is complete, but we believe that by focusing on a broad set of literature we have covered the essential properties of architecting. Please note that not all these properties are unique to architecting; some of them could easily apply to other software engineering disciplines as well, such as (detailed design), testing, etc.
Architecting is consensus decision making. Architecting can be viewed as a decision making process that not only seeks the agreement of most stakeholders, but also resolves or mitigates the objections of the minority to achieve the most agreeable solution [13] . Often various stakeholders with different needs and concerns are involved in the architecting process. This is acknowledged by Bass et al. who present the Architecture Business Cycle to define architecting as a feedback loop between architects, the stakeholders and the architectural solution itself [2] . Although the architects take the final design decisions, they often do so in accordance with the important stakeholders. This decision making process lends itself for knowledge sharing initiatives that allow stakeholders to actively participate in this process. Architectural knowledge sharing tools should enable architects to efficiently work together in a team. Due to the size and complexity of most software systems, it is often infeasible for one architect to be responsible for everything alone. This focus on teamwork is especially true in global software engineering environments. Consequently, the 'architect role' is often fulfilled by multiple collaborating architects.
Architecting is iterative in nature.
Due to the consensus-driven decision making characteristic, architectures are not designed overnight, but rather in an iterative way. Hofmeister et al. illustrate this iterative nature of architecting by the concept of a backlog that is implicitly or explicitly maintained by architects [14] . This backlog contains smaller needs, issues, problems they need to tackle and ideas they might want to use. Such a backlog drives the workflow, helping the architect determine what to do or decide next. Conceptually the architecture is finished when this backlog is empty. However, as long as the backlog has open issues it is worth relating these issues to the current state of the architecture design. Architects can then judge how these issues could best be addressed while maintaining the important qualities of the architectural design. Architectural knowledge sharing tools therefore should support traceability between knowledge entities, such as architectural decisions and identified problems.
Architecting is an art. Architects are responsible for reflecting the design decisions taken in comprehensive architectural models, by selecting the most suitable views and viewpoints or architecture description language. During these activities the creativity of the architect plays a crucial role [1] . This is particularly true when dealing with novel and unprecedented systems. In such cases, there may be no codified experience to draw upon. Knowledge sharing tools need to take this characteristic of architecting into account and should support the architect's creativity instead of constraining it. This means that methods and tools probably work better if they are more descriptive in nature.
Architecting impacts the complete life-cycle. Many architects would agree on the statement that an architecture is never finished, but rather stays alive throughout the life of the software system. During maintenance and system evolution an architecture plays an important role in safeguarding architectural qualities. If relevant architectural knowledge is not stored correctly knowledge vaporization may be the result, turning an architecture into a black box [4] . It pays off to make available important architectural knowledge to various stakeholders such as developers and maintainers, instead of only targeting the architects.
Architecting is constrained by time. The previous characteristics of architecting show that architecting is a creative consensus-driven and iterative decision making process. In practice however, a heavy constraint on these characteristics is the available time that architects have. Often, 'time to market' forces architects to choose for suboptimal solutions. This phenomenon is pointed out in [15] where it is stated that "in practice, architects find only one solution and not multiple alternatives to choose from. This is due to the hard constraints in industrial practice (e.g. time to market or budget) that forces architects to intuitively come up with a single solution based on their existing application-generic knowledge. In effect, this results in the architects not exploring the solution space and potentially missing alternative solutions."
What to Learn from Knowledge Management?
The characteristics of architecting described in the previous section show that architecting is a creative, iterative decision making process often done in collaboration with colleagues and other stakeholders in the lifecycle. The fact that architects only have a limited amount of time to complete this decision making process further shows the need for effective architectural knowledge sharing tools. In this section we elaborate on best practices for knowledge sharing from the KM domain to find out how the architecture domain could learn from this established field. Please note that we restrict ourselves to knowledge sharing factors related to tool support. Various social [16] , organizational and cultural [17] , or personal factors [18] also heavily influence the success of knowledge sharing, but this is beyond the scope of this paper. More information about incentives for knowledge sharing can be found in [19] , or in [11] where incentives for architectural knowledge sharing are identified.
Knowledge in software engineering is diverse and its proportion immense and steadily growing. Improved use of this knowledge is the basic motivation and driver for knowledge sharing in software engineering [20] . Only since the early nineties have the knowledge management and software engineering communities begun to grow together [21] . Since then, various knowledge sharing tools have been proposed in the software engineering domain, leading to concepts such as the Experience Factory [22] , experience management systems [23] , learning software organizations [24] and Software Engineering Decision Support [25] . In addition, considerable attention has been put to the concept of design rationale [26] .
Literature presents warnings for the fact that not all knowledge sharing implementations are automatically successful. In [19] several factors that make knowledge sharing difficult are listed, such as the fact that knowledge sharing is time consuming, and that people might not trust the knowledge management system. Another warning is that striving for completeness is infeasible. In addition, we should be aware of the fact that a lot of the available knowledge cannot be made explicit at all, but instead remains tacit in the minds of people [18] . Sharing such tacit knowledge is very hard [27] . The potential limitations of knowledge sharing notwithstanding, we believe it is crucial to assist architects in practice with their daily work. Tools should assist architects in their knowledge-intensive tasks, by enabling them to discover, share, and manage architectural knowledge.
In order to design successful tools for knowledge sharing, a strategy needs to be chosen. Hansen et al. distinguish two main knowledge management strategies: codification and personalization [28] . Whereas codification is aimed at systematically storing knowledge so that it becomes available to people in the company, the personalization strategy focuses on storing information about knowledge sources, so that people know who knows what. In the architecting process, some architectural knowledge might benefit from a codification strategy, whereas other types of knowledge could be better shared using personalization approaches. A hybrid approach, first coined in [29] , is therefore worth considering. Such a hybrid approach could provide a balance between formalized and unstructured knowledge. According to [30] , such a balance is an important prerequisite to stimulate the usage of tools.
To define in more detail how a hybrid architectural knowledge sharing approach should look like we can draw on a study about knowledge sharing by Brink [31] . Brink describes that four steps need to be executed in order to create "an interconnected environment supporting communication, collaboration, and information sharing within and among office and non-office work activities; with office systems, groupware, and intranets providing the bonding glue". Firstly, information and explicit knowledge components must be stored online, indexed and mapped, so people can see what is available and can find it (e.g. using digitally stored documents or yellow pages). Secondly, communication among people needs to be supported, by assisting in the use of best practices to guide future behavior and enable sharing of ideas (e.g. emails, bulletin boards, or discussion databases). Thirdly, tacit knowledge needs to be captured using for instance communities of practice, interest groups, or competency centers (e.g. groupware and electronic whiteboards). Lastly, methods are required that offer a virtual space in which a team can collaborate interactively, irrespective of geographic distribution of the team members or time. To enable the four steps described above, Brink defines three categories that form technological enablers for knowledge sharing [31] : knowledge repository (for sharing explicit knowledge); knowledge routemap (for sharing explicit and tacit knowledge), and collaborative platforms (for sharing tacit knowledge).
The need for a combined approach that stimulates the collaboration of architects and that supports sharing both tacit and explicit knowledge, is also acknowledged in [32] . The authors describe seven knowledge work processes that range from finding codified information to establishing social networks and collaborating in communities. The author states that these knowledge processes can not be seen independently, but often are interrelated. For example, an architect searching for information on security might a) initiate a search on this specific topic, b) negotiate with colleagues about the meaning of what was just found, c) create new ideas based on the discussions and by using common sense, and d) try to maintain a social bond with these colleagues at the same time.
Based on the discussed knowledge management literature, we argue that architectural knowledge sharing tools can best follow a hybrid approach that combines codification and personalization methods, and that also stimulates collaboration between the stakeholders of the architecting process. More stable knowledge -such as best practices and architectural tactics -could be codified in a repository, less formalized knowledge could be spread in the organization more effectively using knowledge routemaps, and a collaborative platform allows architects and other stakeholders to work together on an iterative decision making process.
Desired Properties of Architectural Knowledge Sharing Tools
Based on the five characteristics of software architecting (Section 3) and best practices from knowledge management literature (Section 4) we define seven desired properties of architectural knowledge sharing tool support.
1. Stakeholder-specific content. Because Architecting impacts the complete lifecycle various stakeholders are involved in the decision making process, and all these stakeholders need specialized views on the available content, such as open issues, approved decisions, or scheduled meetings. Architectural knowledge sharing tools should make it possible to distinguish between certain types of knowledge. Users of the tool can then choose what architectural knowledge they want to retrieve. The search functions should therefore match with the profiles of different users, such as developers, maintainers, architects, or project managers.
Easy manipulation of content. Since Architecting is iterative in nature, architects
follow a continuous iterative decision making process. Easy manipulation of content will keep the decision making process up to speed, whereas more rigid tool support that does not allow easy manipulation could instead slow it down. 3. Descriptive in nature. Because Architecting is an art, architects should not be constrained too much in their tasks. Architectural knowledge sharing tools should not prescribe how architects should manage architectural knowledge, for example by offering an abundance of predefined models, guidelines, or templates. Instead the tools should allow a descriptive perspective on the available architectural knowledge that does not limit the architects' creativity. 4. Support for architectural knowledge codification. Since Architecting is constrained by time, architects could be helped by quickly finding relevant architectural knowledge. For certain types of knowledge that is not subject to frequent changes, a codification strategy probably works best. Architects can then easily retrieve solutions that have proven themselves in the past, and reuse these solutions accordingly. This property also relates to the knowledge repository category mentioned by [31] , and the statement from [30] that there should be a proper balance between formalized (i.e. codified) and less structured (i.e. personalized) knowledge. 5. Support for architectural knowledge personalization. Because Architecting is consensus decision making, architectural knowledge is not always immediately 'stable' enough to codify, because until consensus has been reached, decisions could change. For such knowledge, a personalization strategy could prove useful to enable architects to find who knows what, in a similar way as the knowledge routemaps proposed by [31] . Personalization techniques are also valuable to support the discussions and negotiations between stakeholders [32].
Support for collaboration. Because Architecting is consensus decision-making
architectural knowledge tool support should explicitly support collaboration between different users. This property relates to the groupware criterion of [31] as well as to the collaboration requirement of [32] . This property enables architects to actively involve all important stakeholders in the decision making process. Since most architects are specialized in certain areas, tool support that supports collaboration also allows architects to use a 'divide and conquer' approach whenever possible. 7. Sticky in nature. This property could be seen as orthogonal to the others in the sense that it is an essential property to motivate people to start using an architectural knowledge sharing tool in the first place. With this we mean that people should be motivated to start using the tool, as elaborated upon by [33] in which several motivational factors are described. To prevent users from neglecting the tool after having played with it once, special features should be incorporated in the tool to let it obtain a certain level of stickiness [34] . Tools that are sticky motivate users to keep coming back to it, increasing the chance of widespread adoption in practice.
The Status Quo of Architectural Knowledge Sharing Tools
Based on the seven identified desired properties of architectural knowledge sharing tools, in this section we are assessing the status quo of tool support in the software architecture domain. We have selected a set of tools that represent the current state-ofthe-art in architectural knowledge management tools, since all these tools have recently been introduced in software architecture literature and they all explicitly target architectural knowledge management as well. The academic tools that are assessed include Archium [5] , ADDSS [35] , DGA DDR [36] and PAKME [37] . Archium is a tool environment proposed by Jansen et al. that is aimed at establishing and maintaining traceability between design decision models and the software architecture design [5] . Capilla et al. have proposed a web-based tool called ADDSS for recording and managing architectural design decisions [35] . Falessi et al. have devised a specific design decision rationale documentation technique, which is driven by the decision goals and design alternatives available [36] . Hence, it is called the Decision Goal and Alternatives (DGA) DDR technique. Ali Babar et al. have proposed a Process-based Architecture Knowledge Management Environment (PAKME) that allows storing generic architectural knowledge (such as general scenarios, patterns, and quality attributes), and project specific architecture knowledge (such as concrete scenarios, contextualized patterns, and quality factors) [37] . To form a balanced set of tools from academia and practice, we add to our assessment PGR's three architectural knowledge sharing tools: the knowledge repository, expertise site and knowledge maps system. More details on these three tools are described in Section 2.
The results of the assessment are reflected in Table 1 . For the assessment of the tools of PGR we were able to draw on our observations in this organization. For the assessment of the academic tools we used published literature about the tools as primary source of information. We have based the scores on our interpretation of the tools, but acknowledge that it is possible that the tools have evolved recently. Please note that we do not intend to give a strict judgment on the tools, but rather indicate whether they conform to the defined properties. If they do, this is reflected in Table 1 with a '+' score; if they do not, this has resulted in a '-' score.
Stakeholder-specific content is a property that we haven't found explicit support for in any of the studied tools. Archium is designed for a single user who could use the tool to establish and maintain traceability between design decision models and the software architecture design. The authors of ADDSS mention multi-perspective support as one of the envisioned features of ADDSS, but in the current prototype this is not yet implemented. DGA DDR and PAKME also do not mention stakeholder-specific content as a feature, but rather focus on the codification of the architectural knowledge in general. The same goes for PGR's knowledge repository, and the expertise site, although the latter allows users to find a lot of different types of information, but this information is not tailored to users. PGR's knowledge maps system is suffering from the same limitation since users can find experts on certain topics based on the knowledge maps, but the view they are able to obtain on this information is not customizable.
Easy manipulation of content is incorporated in three of the tools we studied. The language used in Archium offers explicit support for addition and modification of architectural design decisions. In PAKME, a maintenance component provides various features to modify, delete and instantiate different artifacts. This component also includes repository administration functions. PGR's expertise site in theory allows various stakeholders to change or update knowledge at a regular basis, although architects mentioned that such changes are not always "easy" to make. In PGR's repository and knowledge maps system modifying content is non-intuitive and time-consuming, resulting in a negative score for this property. With both DGA DDR and ADDSS we believe the underlying model used in these tools is rather formal and limited in scope. As a result, chances are that practitioners feel too constrained by having to comply to these models. An issue specific to ADDSS is that architecting is not assumed to be iterative. This focus becomes apparent in ADDSS because the user can add the design decisions taken and then add a view to these decisions to gain traceability. However, changing the design decisions is only possible by starting a new iteration, and if this is done a new view also has to be included to prevent loss of traceability. Between iterations no connections are possible, so manipulating existing architectural knowledge is hard.
Descriptive in nature is something most tools in our investigation are, except PGR's repository that strongly prescribes the solution based on the questions that need to be filled in. This is related to the fact that most of the tools also score well on the support for AK codification property. Most tools follow a typical codification strategy. Users are able to add information to the tool that is then stored for future retrieval. The one exception to this approach is PGR's knowledge maps systems, which offers a mechanism for people in the organization to find each other. This support for AK personalization is unfortunately not well covered by all other tools. A related critique on the tools studied is that they also score low on explicit collaboration aspects, since they are built around the assumption that architects mainly codify information for reuse purposes. Although PGR's knowledge maps system allows experts to find each other, it does not offer structured means to let these experts collaborate. As a result most of the investigated tools get a '-' score on the support for collaboration property. The single exception here is PAKME. PAKME is built on top of an open source groupware platform to provide collaboration using content management, project management and the like.
To conclude our assessment, we have investigated whether the various tools are sticky in nature. To properly determine this for ADDSS, DGA DDR, Archium and PAKME, hands on experience is required, hence the question marks in Table 1 . For the other three tools, we can assess the stickiness based on interviews with architects from PGR. The results of these interviews indicate that none of the three architectural knowledge sharing tools in PGR is sticky, since users are not motivated to keep using the tools: the knowledge repository is outdated and offers little added value; the expertise site is not flexible in adding, manipulating or retrieving architectural knowledge; the knowledge maps are very rigid and do not offer specific topics on software architecture, rendering this system useless for the architects.
In summary, we conclude that most of the architectural knowledge sharing tools we studied are descriptive in nature and focus primarily on codification. To improve the status quo, more emphasis should be put on stakeholder-specific content, support for personalization, explicit support for collaboration, and general characteristics that make tools appealing and sticky in the long run.
Effective Tool Support for Architectural Knowledge Sharing
We are currently working on an architectural knowledge sharing platform. In this section, the basic architecture and main vision of this platform are elaborated upon. Our platform is designed to incorporate all desired properties introduced in Section 5.
The platform is designed using a blackboard architecture. In this architecture all relevant architectural knowledge is stored centrally, and functionality is defined to operate on this knowledge. Stakeholders have various entry points that allow operations on the architectural knowledge. The central vision is to create an environment that allows architectural knowledge sharing in an effective manner, meaning that the platform assists architects in their daily work, without requiring them to spend much time or effort on it. This could be achieved by allowing intelligent management of the architectural knowledge stored in the platform, for example by structuring unstructured information. To illustrate part of the functionality of our architectural knowledge sharing platform, consider the following scenario that is also depicted in Figure 1 . A developer and architect who both work on project X have a discussion about how to best implement a public key infrastructure and they discuss various alternative solutions. Since they reside at different locations, they use a blog for their discussion. The blog, being part of the architectural knowledge sharing platform, integrally stores the discussion. This unstructured information is not very meaningful to stakeholders who are not directly involved in the discussion, but a structured summary is valuable to the lead architect of the project, since in our example he is ultimately responsible for the architecture design in Project X, including security. To this end, a text mining service, also part of the platform, opportunistically analyzes the blog discussion and determines that a decision on security has been made. Consequently, a summary of this architectural knowledge is sent to the lead architect using a RSS feed. Although the lead architect is unaware of the blog discussion that has taken place, he is able to determine whether the decision made by the architect and developer is the correct one. If this is not the case, he could intervene in time, preventing possible security problems later on in the project.
In the above example, the interplay between the blog, text mining and RSS feeds is apparent and it indicates how to enrich unstructured information and subsequently share it. We believe many similar kind of scenarios could be valuable to accommodate architectural knowledge sharing. The following central features are incorporated in the platform in order to allow codification and personalization of architectural knowledge, and to enable collaboration between stakeholders:
Blogs and wikis. Blogs and wikis are employed to allow designers and architects to easily communicate and collaborate. As a result, other stakeholders can quickly acquire information about the current status of the project, such as the design decisions that have been made, alternatives that have been considered, etc. One important motivation for people to blog is the ability to create a community feeling [38] . To foster communication between architects, and to motivate them to share architectural knowledge, such a community feeling is essential. Wikis offer support for collaboration. Using the Wiki, architects can work on the same project by concurrently editing (parts of) the architectural descriptions or meeting minutes.
Text mining. Blogs and Wikis are typical personalization approaches in which a lot of unstructured information is stored. However, potentially relevant architectural knowledge is much more valuable if it is codified as a reusable asset. Text mining techniques, see e.g. [39] , are employed to enrich unstructured architectural knowledge present in the platform.
Best practices database. To store best practices or other reusable assets, the platform contains a best practices database. Architectural knowledge is codified in predefined formats, and could be retrieved for various purposes, such as reusing past design decisions, or to find out what guidelines exist on a certain topic. Architects can search this database via a standard web interface.
RSS feeds. RSS feeds are employed to push relevant architectural knowledge to certain stakeholders, or to notify subscribed stakeholders if new architectural knowledge emerges. RSS feeds are complementary to the more traditional pull mechanism of using the best practices database. Users can subscribe to certain topics of interest and get updated without having to search the platform themselves, which is a lightweight approach to share architectural knowledge among relevant stakeholders.
Expert finding. Similar to the 'yellow pages' concept, the expert finding facility allows users to easily find colleagues based on experience, interests or projects on which they work. By connecting people in the architecting process, we increase 'team building' within the organization, and foster discussions that can result in higher quality solutions. This approach also conforms to the sticky in nature property, because people like to share thoughts more easily if they have a 'group feeling', and creating such an environment ensures a certain degree of stickiness.
Our platform conforms to all seven desired properties of architectural knowledge sharing tools. First of all, it has support for architectural knowledge codification (best practices database, text mining), and support for architectural knowledge personalization (blogs and expert finding), making it a hybrid architectural knowledge sharing environment. In addition, the platform explicitly focuses on collaboration between architects (Wiki). Moreover, the various services allow easy manipulation of architectural knowledge that is stored. In addition to supporting codification, personalization, and collaboration, we envision additional features to make the platform more appealing, for example by supporting flexible and personalized access for all stakeholders through a personal start page. Such a start page allows for stakeholder-specific content so that users can indicate which information, projects, or people they are interested in. In this sense, the platform becomes the preferred starting point for architectural knowledge sharing in the organization, without posing too much restrictions on its use. We envision the platform to act as glue between various knowledge sources in the organization. As described in Section 2 architects of PGR would greatly appreciate such an integrated platform. If we ensure that users perceive a certain degree of freedom in using the platform, the platform is inherently descriptive in nature as well. Lastly, to ensure that the platform is sticky in nature, it incorporates motivating factors, such as authority ranking and equality matching [33] In addition, the platform harbors facilities to support persistent and visible reputation tracking. People that help others using the architectural knowledge platform in any way, for example by sharing information, or by publishing content, are rewarded by gaining a certain reputation. According to Bush [34] , support for reputation tracking appeals to users and motivates them to keep using the platform, hence increasing its stickiness.
Conclusions and Future Work
Software architecting is a knowledge intensive process. Consequently, tool support for architectural knowledge sharing has various benefits, such as reusing best practices, teaching staff, and support efficient collaboration between stakeholders. However, our observations in software architecture practice show that practitioners often stick to traditional tools, such as office suites, for their daily work, thereby missing the opportunity to effectively share architectural knowledge.
In this paper we have defined seven properties that architectural knowledge sharing tools should have to be effective. These properties have been defined by drawing on experience and literature in both the software architecture and knowledge management domain. By viewing software architecture from a knowledge management perspective we were able to determine which best practices from this field apply to the architecting process. Although we believe the identified properties are essential from an architectural knowledge management perspective, it should be noted that some of these properties might to a certain extent apply to other Software Engineering disciplines as well.
Based on the properties, we have assessed a number of existing software architecture tools. The results of this assessment indicate that the status quo of architectural knowledge sharing tool support lacks full conformance to the seven desired properties.
To improve the status quo, we have presented the design of an architectural knowledge sharing platform. This platform offers a hybrid architectural knowledge management approach and supports collaboration between stakeholders in the architecting process. To this end, it incorporates lightweight features using state-of-the-art techniques, such as Wikis, blogs, RSS feeds and text mining. We have shown that our platform conforms to all identified properties, thereby increasing the chance for successful widespread adoption in software architecture practice.
Our ongoing and future work focuses on the realization of our platform. We will populate the platform with several features and evaluate their success in industrial settings. In addition, we plan to extend our assessment of existing architectural knowledge sharing tools using hands on experience. Results of these assessments serve as valuable input in our effort to arrive at effective tool support for architectural knowledge sharing.
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